

















A NOTE ON WHEN THE SLEEPER WAKES AND HEART OF DARKNESS

In February 1899 Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine celebrated its 1000th issue, opening with the first instalment of the serialization of Joseph Conrad’s ‘The Heart of Darkness’, to be later changed to Heart of Darkness for publication in Youth and Other Stories in 1902. Conrad and H. G. Wells were in close contact during the writing of ‘The Heart of Darkness’, and letters had been exchanged for some time. Wells was the anonymous reviewer of Almayer’s Folly (1895) in the Saturday Review, 16 May 1896, and their subsequent correspondence led to friendship and mutual admiration.​[1]​ In the light of this, it is tempting to speculate as to what Wells may have known about ‘The Heart of Darkness’ prior to its publication in Blackwood’s, and whether Conrad discussed the story and its style with Wells during the writing process. 
Speculation arises because of Wells’s mention of the story in his novel When the Sleeper Wakes: A Story of Years to Come (1899). Graham, the eponymous sleeper, awakes from a two-hundred-year sleep and explores his futuristic surroundings. One room is lined with cylinders:

The lettering on the cylinders puzzled him. At first sight it seemed like Russian. Then he noticed a suggestion of mutilated English about certain of the words.

‘oi Man huwdbi Kin’,

forced itself on him as ‘The Man who Would be King.’ ‘Phonetic spelling,’ he said. He remembered reading a story with that title, then he recalled the story vividly, one of the best stories in the world. But this thing before him was not a book as he understood it. He puzzled out the titles of two adjacent cylinders. ‘The Heart of Darkness’, he had never heard of before nor ‘The Madonna of the Future’ – no doubt if they were indeed stories, they were by post Victorian authors.​[2]​ 

Wells is being playful here: he was himself familiar with James’s story ‘The Madonna of the Future’ of 1873, and he was certainly on intimate terms with Conrad by this point. When he speaks about ‘one of the best stories in the world’ he is alluding to Kipling’s ‘The Finest Story in the World’ (1893). The interesting point, however, is that When the Sleeper Wakes was first serialized in the Graphic in January 1899 with no mention of Conrad or James. Harper published it later in the same year with the references added. The publication dates are critical: Blackwood’s serialized Conrad’s story between February and April 1899, and Wells’s novel appeared in May. 
The proximity of publishing dates invites some speculation. In late1898 Wells was to become a near neighbour of Conrad having moved to a cottage at Sandgate, Kent, in September: Conrad moved into Pent Farm in October. Here Wells was visited by Henry James, Edmund Gosse, and J. M. Barrie. He was introduced to Stephen Crane, living at nearby Brede Place, and Ford Madox Ford, who was at Aldington. In Joseph Conrad and His Circle (1935) Jessie Conrad recalls regular social events with Wells: ‘We spent many very happy days in his home, Spade House in Sandgate’.​[3]​ During these ‘comings and goings’ Conrad was writing ‘The Heart of Darkness’.
Mark Lasner comments that Wells’s ‘joke’ in When the Sleeper Wakes is typical of his offhand mention of ‘works by his friends Conrad and James—works which few of his readers would recognize’.​[4]​ ‘The Madonna of the Future’ was a little-known James story at the time; Kipling’s tale may have been better known; but when Wells’s novel was published in May 1899 ‘The Heart of Darkness’ would have been familiar only to subscribers of Blackwood’s. Various mentions of Wells in the Collected Letters of Joseph Conrad confirm that Conrad was an admirer of his work. Writing to Aniela Zagorska at Christmas in 1898, Conrad is lavish in his praise: ‘H. G. Wells published this year The War of the Worlds and The Invisible Man. He is a very original writer, romancier du fantastique, with a very individualistic judgement in all things and an astonishing imagination’.​[5]​ Indeed, Conrad’s letters to Wells are littered with references to his scientific romances, suggesting a playful respect, and a considerable familiarity. 
On 3 January 1899, Conrad writes to Wells:

I haven’t looked into W[heels] of C[hance] yet. I can’t till I am done with my infernal tale. It grows like the genii from the bottle in the Arabian tale. Seventy pages—pencil pencil—since I saw you.​[6]​ 

He is referring to ‘The Heart of Darkness’; and the mention of his ‘infernal tale’ indicates Wells’s awareness of the story. This is not the first time that Conrad had spoken to Wells of his literary struggles: on 4 December 1898, he wrote that he was ‘not well’, and, probably referring to The Rescue, that he was ‘eating [his] heart out over the rottenest book that ever was—or will be’.​[7]​ In Experiment in Autobiography (1934) Wells speaks of ‘All this talk that I had with Conrad and Hueffer and James about the just word, the perfect expression, about this or that being “written” or not written’.​[8]​ Even before they met Conrad was expressing his devotion to Wells. On 6 September 1898 he wrote: ‘I—for one—cannot have enough of Your work. You have been doing me good for many months past. Some day You will perhaps deny me—cast me out—but it will be too late. I shall always be yours’.​[9]​
The fact that Wells’s novel appeared one month after Conrad’s tale compels us to pose two questions: ‘Did Wells read ‘The Heart of Darkness’ in published form and hurriedly amend his manuscript to include a mention of a work he immediately admired?’ or, ‘Was Wells in close enough contact with Conrad to have been given sight of early versions of the manuscript?’ Either question provokes interest, but the most plausible answer is that Wells was indeed in Conrad’s confidence during the composition of his story, and that the two may have discussed issues surrounding it. In the 6 September letter, Conrad writes: ‘I have lived on terms of close intimacy with you, referring to you many a page of my work, scrutinising many sentences by the light of your criticism’.​[10]​ Frederick Karl is convinced that Conrad’s comments here ‘meant he had pruned his style and scrutinized his sentences with Wells’s criticism in mind’.​[11]​ 
Wells was sufficiently impressed with ‘The Heart of Darkness’ to assume that over a hundred years later the novella would still be valued, and maintained in futuristic libraries. Mentioning it in the same breath as Kipling’s story, ‘one of the best stories in the world’, Wells is implicitly making similar claims for Conrad, and linking two stories about imperialism. Graham’s assumption that Conrad and James are post Victorian writers is a tongue-in-cheek mark of respect, signalling that, for Wells at least, their work is ahead of its time. Despite an estrangement in later years, the early friendship between Wells and Conrad was one of mutual admiration. On 23 March 1902, Conrad wrote to Pinker: ‘I generally tell HG all my troubles’.​[12]​ Furthermore, Wells was an influence on Conrad’s prose style. When Conrad and Ford collaborated on The Inheritors (1900) Karl maintains that they tried to include elements of their ‘literary interest in science fiction and its derivatives—Wells’s The Time Machine and War of the Worlds, and, possibly Kipling’s “An Error of the Fourth Dimension”’.​[13]​
Wells’s comments in Experiment in Autobiography indicate a close relationship with Conrad, both in terms of socialising, and as writers. For example, Wells reminisces about lying on a beach at Sandgate, discussing how to describe a boat: 

[I]t was all against Conrad’s over-sensitized receptivity that a boat could ever be just a boat. He wanted to see it and to see it only in relation to something else—a story, a thesis. And I suppose if I had been pressed about it I would have betrayed a disposition to link that story or thesis to something still more extensive and that to something still more extensive and so ultimately to link it up to my philosophy and my world outlook.​[14]​ 

Wells is struggling here with Conrad’s famous need ‘to make you see’. The episode occurred during the writing of ‘The Heart of Darkness’, providing further evidence of the detailed discussions between Conrad and Wells on the art of writing. 
In the spring of 1898 George Gissing persuaded Wells and his wife, Jane, to accompany him to Rome, and then on an extensive tour of the south of Italy.​[15]​ Also in the party were Conan Doyle and E. W. Hornung. Wells claims that ‘Before going to Rome I had already scamped the finish of When the Sleeper Wakes (which afterwards I rechristened in better English When the Sleeper Awakes)’.​[16]​ In the late summer Wells was installed at Sandgate. On 11 October, Conrad wrote to Wells ‘in a state of jubilation’ announcing that they were soon to be neighbours:​[17]​ Conrad moved into Pent Farm on 26 October, and soon after began writing the first instalment of ‘The Heart of Darkness.’ 
It seems that Wells began work on Sleeper in 1896, for, in reference to the story, he writes to a Mr. Connell in January 1900:

I am tremendously glad you like that experiment of mine. It’s not much altogether, I’m afraid, but Lord! the trouble it was to prevent it being even less than it is. I started that thing when I went into that house at Worcester Park 1896 and was at it off & on until last September. So I’m particularly tender & grateful of your praising it.​[18]​

By 18 December 1898 he had successfully secured a publisher, the Graphic, for he writes to his father, Joseph: 

The serial about the year 2100 will appear very soon now in the Graphic with coloured illustrations. I’ve altered it a good deal for the book, which will be published in April or May by Harper Bros., and then this long silence of a year or more will be over.​[19]​
 
This is the first indication in Wells’s letters that he was revising the story for publication as a book. When the Sleeper Wakes was serialised in the Graphic from January to April 1899.​[20]​ Chapter VII of the Graphic version mentions Kipling’s story in exactly the same words as the book version, but where the serialization continues with ‘He puzzled over the peculiar cylinder for some time and replaced it’, the book version expands with ‘He puzzled out the titles of two adjacent cylinders. “The Heart of Darkness”, he had never heard of before nor “The Madonna of the Future” – no doubt if they were indeed stories, they were by post Victorian authors.’ Thus, while Conrad was busy with ‘The Heart of Darkness’ in December 1898, Wells was revising Sleeper for the version that includes references to Conrad’s story. Further evidence of this fact comes in the form of a letter to Harry Quilter in the same month: ‘The serial that’s beginning in the Graphic is almost intolerably wrong & I am rewriting and cutting whole chapters from the book. Is it any wonder that I found my own qualities in other men’s work?’​[21]​ 
The possibility that Wells rapidly revised his manuscript after seeing ‘The Heart of Darkness’ in Blackwood’s seems unlikely in the light of such evidence. It is more plausible that he knew something of Conrad’s story during the winter of 1898-9 and revised his manuscript to reflect his new friendship. Conrad was eager for Wells’s acquaintance: his letters prove that he valued Wells’s criticism. Wells, as Michael Foot says, ‘would spend time and effort on his friendships’, and those he cultivated in Kent ‘would be among the most important for him’.​[22]​ To mention his latest literary friend’s most recent work, and one that was to receive the prestige of opening the 1000th edition of Blackwood’s, may well have been Wells’s tribute to Conrad. Wells’s penchant for literary jokes would have been served by the fact that he had been privy to the story even before it was published. Further, it is a tribute to his judgement of the merit of Conrad’s story that Wells conceives of it still being read two hundred years after its first publication. 
Conrad, James, Ford, Crane, and Wells formed a close-knit literary circle in 1898-9. Sir Hugh Clifford was a frequent visitor at Pent Farm, and other literary figures such as Galsworthy, the Hopes, Cunninghame Graham, and Edwin Pugh also visited. Kipling was residing at Rottingdean, and although there is no extant evidence that he met Conrad, his proximity contributes to the sense of a charged literary atmosphere on the Kentish coast in the closing years of the nineteenth century. With such intense literary activity taking place in such a small geographical area there was inevitably an exchange of ideas, and possibly, some sharing of manuscripts. The evidence above is not totally incontrovertible: it is nevertheless tantalising. We may never know the extent of Wells’s discussions with Conrad on this story, or whether he had an influence over Conrad’s style and content; but the circumstantial evidence here suggests the possibility that one of the most famous stories of the fin de siècle may have had a more complex genesis that has previously been acknowledged.  
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